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Overclockulator is an application designed for system builders and other passionate users to find the best settings for performing a
stable overclock on their PC components. It'll do the calculations required for a stable overclock and will display the results in a
nice user-friendly manner. This application is built for those that either have no idea how to overclock their PC components or
want to build a PC that can run on the highest frequencies possible. Overclockulator main features: • Calculate the performance
of your system • Calculate the maximum frequency of your CPU and other PC components (RAM, GPU, CPU Cooler, Power
Supply etc.) • Calculate the performance of your air duct, so you can precisely modify your case airflow and cool your system •
Calculate the amount of power that's required for your PC • Calculate the amount of power your CPU consumes in order to run

properly • Calculate how much current your RAM and RAM sticks can handle • Display the characteristics of your CPU and
CPU coolers • Show the maximum and minimum amount of frequency your CPU can operate at • Display the maximum amount

of power your PC can generate, and how much of that power is transferred to your CPU • Display the amount of energy that's
used by the components of your PC • Convert the airflow temperature between C and F • Converts the clock speed between MHz

and GHz • Show the mainboard model and the manufacturer • Display the amount of IPS/RS/PCIe/USB/LAN-3G/Bluetooth •
Display the amount of L2 cache, and the frequency of your CPU • Display the amount of bandwidth in Gigabyte per second

(GB/s) • Display the amount of Vram in Megabyte (MB) • Display the amount of VRAM per MHz • Display the type of cooling
on your mainboard • Display the RPM of your CPU fan • Display the C/F temperature of the fan and other components • Display

the voltage of the power supply and the RPM of your CPU fan • Display the Max. Power in W, and the Max. Power transfer to
the CPU • Display the Watts, Amps, and Volts on the Power supply • Display the amount of Watts the CPU uses • Display the
total amount of Watts used by your system • Display the current in amps and the voltage on your CPU • Display the thermistor

value in both centigrade and faren

Overclockulator With Product Key For Windows

This freeware application is designed for Windows XP users that are interested in the overclocking process and are willing to try
to increase their system speed. It's main goal is to allow you to calculate the exact frequency of your processor, thus helping you
calculate the optimal settings for the desired result. OVERCLOCK: The overclock refers to the percentage of speed that is being

added to your system. It is in percentage of performance, where a 1% is an increase of one percent. Important Note: The
overclock process is not safe. The higher the speed that you add to your system, the greater the risk of your hardware being

damaged. OUTPUT: This window is used to display the system output. Depending on what you have entered, the output of the
system is displayed. TOOLS: Processor - To calculate your processor's frequency, enter your processor's frequency (in MHz), or

your processor's frequency multiplier in this box. The multiplier is the number in the box right above the frequency box. To
convert it to Hz, simply divide it by 1000. Note: You can enter your processor's speed and multiplier in the calculator, enter them
in the Text Window or in the Windows Calculator app. Multiplier - Enter the multiplier in this box. L2 Cache - Enter the amount
of L2 cache in this box. Mem Ratio - Enter the mem ratio in this box. Current - Enter the system clock in this box. Min - Enter
the minimum clock in this box. Max - Enter the maximum clock in this box. Total - Enter the total amount of clock in this box.

IPS - Enter the number of clocks in this box. EPS - Enter the amount of energy used per second in this box. PPS - Enter the
power of your processor in this box. PSU - Enter the required power of your processor in this box. CPU - Enter the model of your
processor in this box. MAINBOARD - Enter the mainboard of your processor in this box. MEMORY - Enter the total amount of
memory of your system in this box. RAM - Enter the total amount of ram of your system in this box. Airflow - Enter the airflow

in this box. 1d6a3396d6
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Optimal processor frequency, based on your mainboard's SysClk: The numbers below will be entered in the same order. RAM:
Frequency: The numbers below will be entered in the same order. CPU: Frequency: The numbers below will be entered in the
same order. Power Supply: Watts: The numbers below will be entered in the same order. Overclocking calculator - the numbers
that are needed are all listed below. Mainboard: The mainboard's motherboard main-clock. Mainboard BIOS clock frequency: The
BIOS clock frequency. Memory: The RAMs frequency: RAMs width in bits: RAMs types: RAMs manufacturer: RAMs type:
Memory [RAM Stick #]: Clock frequency [RAM Stick #]: NVM size [RAM Stick #]: RAMs width in bits: RAMs type: Memory
[RAM Stick #]: Clock frequency [RAM Stick #]: NVM size [RAM Stick #]: RAMs width in bits: RAMs type: ... Overclockulator
Windows 10 Installation: Download the latest version of Overclockulator and extract the downloaded folder to your desktop.
Right-click on the newly extracted folder and select "Show 'Folder Contents" option, this will display all the files inside the
extracted folder. Double click on the "ov-setup.exe" file to run the setup program. When the window appears, click on the "Next"
button to begin the installation process. When the installation program asks if you want to install Overclockulator as an admin or
as a user, click on "Run as an Admin", and click on "Next". When asked if you want to install Overclockulator under your
personal or under your computer's default desktop, click on "Personal", and click on "Next". The installation program will now
start. On the main window, there will be a link for "Custom" installation. Click on "Custom" and choose the location where you
want to install Overclockulator. A dialog box will appear, where you need to choose the different options of the setup program.
The default settings are OK, but you may choose any of the following options as you see fit: New Options

What's New In Overclockulator?

Overclockulator is a simple to use, yet extremely powerful and useful application for your desktop computer. It calculates the
optimal settings for all kinds of components, both processor, memory and motherboard, as well as the amount of energy that's
required to operate your PC. The program shows you a wide range of useful information, such as, the system clock speed of your
processor, the number of Instructions Per Second (IPS) your CPU can run at. In addition, the amount of memory can be inputted
by you as well. As the final product of the calculations, you will find all the information needed to know, if your PC would run
just as stable at the highest possible frequency. The program also includes all the information that the hardware would need to be
able to perform well, such as, the amount of L2 cache (L2) that your processor has and the voltage of the memory. All of the
calculations that are performed by the program, are very simple to complete. Detailed Features: Comprehensive, yet simple to use
program that provides you with all the information needed to make sure your PC runs just as stable as possible. An easy to use
interface to ensure you can calculate the optimal settings for your components. Powerful, yet easy to use program that provides
you with all the information needed to know, if your PC would run just as stable at the highest possible frequency. An easy
interface that allows you to calculate the optimal settings for your components. A large range of settings to choose from and make
changes to. Easy to use interface with an intuitive user interface. Precise calculations of the optimal settings for all the
components in your computer. You can also use the application to input the mainboard's manufacturer. Multiple details for all the
components. Keep track of the frequency of your CPU and what temperature it reaches. You can also use the L2 cache to
calculate the amount of operations your processor can perform. You can also use the memory to calculate the memory frequency.
Includes a history log to keep track of everything you input. You can view the Vram Ns/Mhz and the temperature of your
computer. You can choose between Fahrenheit and Celsius. You can also change the format in which the calculations are
displayed. You can choose between 4, 8 or 12 settings. In case your computer is connected to a monitor, the power supply can be
inputted. You can use Overclockulator to calculate the optimum settings for any component, regardless of its brand. In addition, it
calculates the amount of energy needed for all the components, and displays a complete overview of all your current settings. You
can monitor your CPU and keep track of its performance. You can keep track of the settings you set, and easily change them at
any time. You can view the temperature of your computer and
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System Requirements For Overclockulator:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 SP1 64-bit (XP SP3 or later is supported) Processor: Intel Pentium 4 3.2 GHz or AMD Athlon XP
2000+ Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: 1024 x 768 resolution and OpenGL 1.4 Hard Drive: 10 GB available space Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 6000+
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